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We have studied, experimentally and theoretically, the ionization probability of carbonyl sulfide
(OCS) molecules in intense linearly-polarized 800 nm laser pulses as a function of the angle between
the molecular axis and the laser polarization. Experimentally, the molecules are exposed to two
laser pulses with a relative time delay. The first, weaker pulse induces a nuclear rotational wave
packet within each molecule such that the ensemble exhibits preferential alignment in the labora-
tory frame at specific times. The second, stronger pulse induces ionization, and the variation in
single and double ionization yields is measured as a function of the delay between the two pulses.
The angular-dependence of the ionization yield is extracted by fitting the delay-dependent yields
to a sum of delay-dependent moments of the rotational wave packet’s angular distribution. We
compute these same angular-dependent strong-field ionization yields for OCS using time-dependent
density functional theory (TDDFT). For the single ionization case, our measurements agree well
with TDDFT calculations and with previous experiments. Furthermore, analysis of the simulated
one-body density reveals that, when averaged over a laser cycle, the resulting hole is delocalized
across the molecule for light polarized perpendicular to the molecular axis, and mostly localized
on the sulfur for parallel polarization. This suggests that preferential molecular alignment is a
key parameter for controlling charge migration dynamics initiated by strong-field ionization. For
double ionization, the agreement between experiment and theory is less compelling, reflecting the
substantial challenges of computing double ionization yields using TDDFT methods.

I. INTRODUCTION

Ionization provides the critical first step in many
strong-field processes of current interest, from high-
harmonic generation and attosecond pulse generation, to
laser-induced electron diffraction for time-resolved molec-
ular imaging [1–7]. For molecules exposed to intense low-
frequency fields, the single and multiple-ionization rates
can depend critically on the alignment/orientation of the
molecule relative to the direction of the applied field at
the instant of ionization [8, 10–14, 16–21]. Moreover,
this relative alignment/orientation influences the degree
to which various molecular orbitals contribute to the ion-
ization process and determines the subsequent coherent
hole dynamics in the molecular ion. As such, the ability
to control molecular alignment/orientation in the labo-
ratory and accurately simulate the collective electronic
response to the intense laser are critical capabilities for
exploring ultrafast electronic processes in molecules. To-
gether, these might enable the use of strong-field ioniza-
tion as a trigger for initiating fast electron motion within
molecules, and for observing or controlling the ensuing
correlated dynamics. Here we describe measurements of
intensity- and angle-dependent strong-field ionization of
OCS that test calculations which, in addition to predict-
ing the ionization yields, provide insight into hole dynam-
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ics that are not observable in the current experiments.
OCS is a particularly useful molecule for our com-

bined experimental and theoretical studies for several
reasons. First, accurate single ionization anisotropy mea-
surements utilizing well-characterized, adiabatically and
non-adiabatically aligned molecules are already available
for OCS [14, 20]. Therefore, we are able to test the ac-
curacy of a new method for extracting ionization yield
anisotropies against independent, single ionization mea-
surements. Second, previous calculations have not been
particularly successful in reproducing the OCS single ion-
ization measurements at 800 nm [14], providing a chal-
lenge for our theoretical approach. Third, just above
the 800 nm single ionization saturation intensity, the pri-
mary double ionization channel is non-dissociative and,
to our knowledge, its angular dependence has not been
reported. Thus, our double ionization measurements pro-
vide additional insight and exacting tests of theory.

As alluded to above, strong-field ionization in
molecules is a challenging problem for first-principles the-
ory, as it requires a proper description of many-electron
correlation effects. From a simulation standpoint, a
variety of computational approaches have been applied
to angle-dependent ionization rates in molecules [8, 9,
13, 14, 16–21]. These range from orbital model-based
approaches like molecular-orbital Ammosov-Delone-
Krainov (MO-ADK) [22–24] and weak-field asymp-
totic theory [25–28], to first-principles methods such
as time-dependent Hartree-Fock (TDHF) [29–31], time-
dependent density functional theory (TDDFT) [32–
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44], and time-dependent configuration-interaction singles
(TD-CIS) [45–47].

Here, we adapt the methodology of Sissay et al. [43]
to compute strong-field single and double ionization of
OCS. Our approach uses real-time TDDFT with atom-
centered Gaussian type orbitals [43, 48–54], tuned range-
separated hybrid (RSH) exchange-correlation function-
als, and complex absorbing potentials (CAPs) to absorb
the outgoing electron flux. All calculations are performed
using a modified development version of NWChem [55].
In the context of strong-field ionization, RSH functionals
have many advantages over conventional DFT function-
als, including reduced self-interaction errors, improved
ionization potentials, and the correct asymptotic form
of the Coulomb potential. Through analysis of the one-
body density provided by TDDFT, we extract the single
and double ionization contributions via the norm, as well
as the localization of the hole resulting from strong-field
ionization.

Our intensity- and angle-dependent single and double
ionization yield measurements in OCS provide sensitive
tests of our specific TDDFT approach and, by extension,
of the non-perturbative electron and hole dynamics pre-
dicted by the simulations. Calculating double ionization
is considerably more challenging than single ionization,
due to possible contributions from multiple ionic orbitals
(dissociative and non-dissociative), coherent hole motion,
and non-sequential ionization effects. Thus, our double
ionization measurements serve as an additional, deeper
test of theory.

Distinct from many previous experiments [10–12, 14,
20], but similar in approach to [15], our angle-dependent
ionization measurements in OCS do not rely on inde-
pendent experimental characterization of the molecular
angular distribution in the target ensemble, and are not
explicitly limited by imperfect alignment. Instead, we
take advantage of the fact that for a low density ensem-
ble of (nearly) rigid rotors, in experiments where the ro-
tational temperature and aligning laser intensity are rea-
sonably well-defined, the time-dependence of the molec-
ular angular probability distribution can be accurately
calculated from well known molecular constants and a
few key experimental parameters [11, 12, 56]. We em-
ploy transient alignment in a pump-probe scheme, and
measure the variation in the single and double ionization
yields as a function of delay between the non-ionizing
“alignment” and more intense “ionization” pulses. The
delay-dependent yields are then fit to moments of the cal-
culated delay-dependent rotational distributions [21, 57].
The fitted coefficients of those moments define the angle-
dependent ionization probabilities.

In the following sections we first describe the experi-
mental and analysis methods, and present the extracted
angle-dependent yields for single and double ionization of
OCS. We then discuss the TDDFT approach and com-
pare the calculated and measured results. For single ion-
ization below the saturation intensity, we find that the
angular dependence is in good agreement with previous

measurements [14], and is fairly insensitive to ionizing
field strength. As expected, above the saturation inten-
sity ionization depletion of the molecular ensemble re-
sults in a nearly isotropic single ionization yield. The
intensity-dependence of the measured single ionization
yield is well-reproduced by the TDDFT calculations. On
the other hand, above the single ionization saturation in-
tensity, the double ionization yield shows a pronounced
angular dependence which is not qualitatively captured
by the calculations. Finally, we introduce a method for
computing the localization of the hole following strong-
field single ionization based on Bader charge [58–61] anal-
ysis of the time-dependent density. This analysis reveals
the localization of the hole as a function of orientation,
which is a crucial property for future charge migration
studies.

II. EXPERIMENTAL APPROACH

The experiments utilize a multi-pass Ti:Sapphire am-
plifier with a maximum pulse energy of 1.2 mJ and 800
nm central wavelength. A beam splitter produces align-
ment (i.e., pump) and ionization (i.e., probe) pulses with
nearly equal energy, and the relative delay between align-
ment and ionization pulses is controlled using a mechan-
ical translation stage. The diameter of the alignment
beam is reduced by a factor of ⇠2 using a combination
of a telescope and an iris. This ensures that, when fo-
cused in the interaction region, it has a larger diameter
and a roughly constant intensity throughout the volume
of molecules ionized by the probe. The iris also allows
us to adjust the focused intensity of the alignment pulse
so that it produces no measurable ionization. A Pockels-
cell and a Glan-laser polarizer inserted into the align-
ment beam allows us to programmatically, and rapidly,
toggle it on and off for accurate normalization of aligned
to unaligned ionization yields. Immediately before en-
tering the experimental vacuum chamber, the two pulses
propagate parallel to each other (but not collinear) with
parallel linear polarization and pass through a single, 250
mm focal length, fused silica lens that ultimately focuses
them into the target. Frequency-Resolved Optical Gat-
ing (FROG) [62] measurements determine the duration
of the alignment and ionization pulses after the lens to
be 75 fs and 37 fs, respectively.

The alignment and ionization beams enter a high-
vacuum chamber with a base pressure of 5e-9 Torr, and
are focused to a common spot in a pulsed, supersonic
molecular beam. The laser and molecular beams cross at
a right angle. The molecular beam consists of a mixture
of OCS in He buffer, and originates in an Even-Lavie
valve backed with a mixture pressure of 70-90 bar. The
OCS concentration is kept low (500 ppm) to avoid clus-
tering. The molecular beam passes through a skimmer
which is several thousand nozzle diameters away from
the interaction region. The OCS molecules are cooled
during the supersonic expansion to a rotational temper-
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ature of 5-15 K, as estimated from fits of the measured
ionization yields to moments of the delay-dependent ro-
tational distribution of the OCS molecules (see section
III). The molecular beam has a diameter of ⇠2 mm in
the interaction region, well within the Rayleigh length of
the focused alignment and ionizing laser beams.

A static voltage applied to two electric field plates
straddling the laser-molecule interaction region acceler-
ates any positively charged ions produced by strong-field
ionization toward a dual microchannel plate detector.
Before reaching the detector, the ions pass through a
field-free region with a length of approximately 20 cm.
After each laser shot, ions striking the microchannel
plate produce a time-dependent voltage on the detec-
tor anode which is out-coupled through a capacitor, am-
plified, and then digitized by an 8-bit high-speed PCI
digitizer (Agilent Acqiris U1071A). The voltage level in
each time bin is summed over 100 laser shots at a fixed
alignment-ionization pulse delay, producing the time-
of-flight (TOF) trace for that delay. Within the digi-
tized TOF traces, peaks corresponding to singly- and (if
present) doubly-charged OCS parent ions are boxcar inte-
grated during post-processing to obtain the ion yield for
each species as a function of delay. The Pockels cell in
the alignment beam toggles the alignment beam on and
off every 100 laser shots, allowing us to eliminate drifts
in the OCS concentration by normalizing the aligned ion
yields to unaligned yields at 100 ms time intervals. The
normalized ion yields from 100 to 200 delay scans are
combined to obtain the delay-dependent, normalized ion
yield, Y (t) for a given ionization laser intensity.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Fig. 1 shows representative measurements of Y (t) for
OCS+ at a) 45, b) 70, and c) 200 TW/cm2 and OCS2+ at
200 TW/cm2 (d). The alignment pulse parameters were
held approximately constant for all data sets, and no sig-
nificant dissociative ionization was observed at the two
lowest ionization intensities. At the highest ionization in-
tensity, the amount of dissociative ionization is difficult
to quantify precisely, but its addition to the OCS+ par-
ent ion yield results in an angle dependence of the net
OCS+ yield that is similar to that of the parent cation
alone. Inclusion of dissociative ionization channels in the
OCS2+ yield has a greater influence, noticeably reducing
the anisotropy on the angular distribution, see section
IV B. Clear variations in the normalized ionization yield
are observed at delays near the half- and full-rotational
revival times, 41 ps and 82 ps, due to the substantial
changes in the molecular angular distribution (from pref-
erentially parallel, to preferentially perpendicular, with
respect to the ionizing laser polarization) near those de-
lays. The modulations are largest for OCS2+ and they
are nearly identical for the two lower intensity OCS+ data
sets. The relatively small variations in Y (t) for the high
intensity OCS+ data are due to saturation of the ioniza-

tion probability at unity, independent of the molecular
alignment.

Although not apparent in Fig. 1, the data consistently
show that Y (t) is ⇠2-3% greater than unity for t < 0
where the alignment pulse follows the ionization pulse.
That is, the ionization signal with the alignment pulse
appearing second is slightly larger than with the ioniza-
tion pulse alone. This suggests that even though the
alignment pulse produces no significant ionization on its
own, it may ionize a small amount of electronically ex-
cited population produced by an ionization pulse preced-
ing it. While not entirely surprising, this small effect has
some bearing on our data analysis as described in more
detail in Section IV A.

FIG. 1. Normalized ion yields, Y (t), for different ionization
laser intensities and different ion charge states vs alignment-
ionization pulse delay. Black data points are measurements
and red curves are the best fits to the data as described in
the text. The vertical scales are identical in each plot. The
ionization intensities are calibrated as described in the text.

Fig. 2 shows the unaligned OCS+ and OCS2+ ioniza-
tion yields as a function of laser intensity. At the lowest
intensity, the singly- and doubly-charged ion yields in-
crease rapidly with increasing laser intensity, as expected
for tunneling or high-order multi-photon ionization. At
the highest intensity, the OCS+ and OCS2+ ion yields
are fully saturated, comparable in magnitude, and are
essentially independent of laser intensity.

Following Hankin et al. [63], we separately fit the
high- and low-intensity portions of the measured yields
to curves of the form ↵I� , where I is the peak intensity of
the ionization pulse. We then define a saturation inten-
sity as the point of intersection of the two curves which
take the form of straight lines on a log-log plot of yield
vs intensity, such as that shown in Fig. 2. For OCS+
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the data in Fig. 1 were collected below, near, and above
the OCS saturation intensity, IOCS ' 70 TW/cm2. The
strong similarity of the measured Y (t) curves in Figs. 1
(a) and (b) indicates that the angle-dependence of the
strong-field ionization rate is essentially independent of
intensity below IOCS . Due to the high ionization rate
well above IOCS , the ionization probability is near unity
regardless of the molecular alignment angle, resulting in
depletion saturated yields with relatively small variations
in Y (t) as observed in Fig. 1 (c).

FIG. 2. OCS+ and OCS2+ yield vs ionizing laser intensity for
an unaligned OCS target. The vertical dashed arrows show
the intensities at which the data in Fig. 1 were collected.
The brown dashed lines show the fits to the pre-and post-
saturation slopes. Brown solid arrow shows the extracted
saturation intensity for the dataset. The intensity axis is cal-
ibrated as described in the text.

The peak ionization laser intensity is calibrated by
measuring the ionization yields for background N2 and
O2 gas in the vacuum chamber, as a function of laser
pulse energy, and employing the same ↵I� fit, above and
below saturation, as described above. Empirically, we
find that similarly determined saturation intensities re-
ported for noble gas atoms [63] correspond to the inten-
sities at which ADK theory predicts 15% ionization for
those atoms. We use this observation, along with previ-
ous measurements of ionization rate ratios for N2:Ar and
O2:Xe [64, 65], to predict saturation intensities for N2

and O2 from ADK calculations for Ar and Xe. Scaling
the experimental intensity so that the measured and pre-
dicted saturation intensities agree, we consistently obtain
very good agreement with previous measurements of the
intensity-dependent ionization yields for both N2 and O2

[66]. This intensity calibration is used, without any ad-
ditional rescaling, to directly compare the measured and
calculated angle-dependent ionization yields for OCS+

and OCS2+.

IV. ANALYSIS: EXTRACTING
ANGLE-DEPENDENCE FROM

DELAY-DEPENDENT IONIZATION YIELDS

For a (nearly) rigid linear molecule like OCS, symme-
try dictates that the ionization probability depends only
on the angle ✓ between the laser polarization and the
molecular axis. Given the relatively large focal diameter
of our alignment beam relative to the ionization beam,
the angular probability distribution is nearly identical
for all molecules in the ionization volume, and the delay-
dependent ionization yield can be written

Y (t) =

Z
⇡

0
⌥(✓)S(✓, t) sin(✓)d✓ , (1)

where S(✓, t) is the delay-dependent, ensemble average
of the angular probability distribution (in other words, it
is the angular probability distribution for an “average”
molecule), and ⌥(✓) is the angle-dependent molecular
ionization yield which we wish to extract from measure-
ments of Y (t). The yield, ⌥(✓), is not strictly equal to
the angle-dependent strong-field ionization probability,
P (✓), since the former depends on the spatial intensity
distribution of the ionizing laser near its focus. How-
ever, due to the non-linear dependence of P (✓) below
the saturation intensity, the dominant contribution to
⌥(✓) comes from very near the center of the focal vol-
ume where the highest ionization intensity is produced.
In this case, P (✓) / ⌥(✓) at the maximum intensity in
the ionizing laser focus. Well above saturation, however,
a non-negligible contribution to ⌥(✓) can come from a
larger volume surrounding the focus, so that ⌥(✓) is
not simply proportional to P (✓) at the maximum ion-
ization intensity. Our use of a narrow molecular beam
reduces this volume averaging effect, but does not elim-
inate it [67]. Rather than attempt to accurately model
the spatial intensity distribution at the laser focus and ex-
tract P (✓) from ⌥(✓) by deconvolution, we approximate
P (✓) / ⌥(✓), as is the case at low intensity. As shown
in Section IV B, despite this approximation we find good
agreement between experimental determinations of ⌥(✓)
and calculated distributions, P (✓), even at ionization in-
tensities I > IOCS .

To extract ⌥(✓) from measurements of Y (t), we take
advantage of the fact that S(✓, t) can be calculated with
high accuracy for a thermal ensemble of (nearly) rigid
molecular rotors with rotational temperature T subjected
to an alignment pulse with a known time-dependent in-
tensity [11, 21, 57]. Assuming S(✓, t) is known, one can
write ⌥(✓) in terms of a complete set of real functions
fk(✓),

⌥(✓) =
X

k

akfk(✓) , (2)

where the ak are real coefficients. With this expansion
one can express Y (t) as

Y (t) =
X

k

akMk(t) , (3)
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where Mk(t) is a moment of S(✓, t) with respect to the
expansion function fk(✓),

Mk(t) =

Z
⇡

0
fk(✓)S(✓, t) sin(✓)d✓ . (4)

The Mk(t) can be readily calculated if S(✓, t) is known,
allowing one to fit measurements of Y (t) to obtain the ex-
pansion coefficients, ak, and enabling the reconstruction
of ⌥(✓). Following this approach, the angular resolution
in the determination of ⌥(✓) is not limited by the de-
gree of alignment of the molecular ensemble. Instead,
it depends on the highest spatial frequencies present in
the statistically relevant basis functions required for the
fit and, therefore, is limited by the signal-to-noise ratio
in the measurements of Y (t). As discussed in more de-
tail below, with the appropriate choice of basis functions,
only two or three non-zero coefficients are required within
our signal-to-noise to obtain a ⌥(✓) distribution for sin-
gle ionization of OCS which is in very good agreement
with previous measurements.

Calculating S(✓, t) involves numerical integration of
the time-dependent Schroedinger equation [11], requir-
ing input of the established rotational constant BOCS '
0.2028 cm�1 and anisotropic polarizibility �↵OCS ' 31
a.u. [68, 69], the temporal intensity profile of the align-
ment laser, and the initial rotational temperature, T , of
the thermal ensemble. Based on FROG measurements
[62], our alignment laser pulse is known to have a near
Gaussian temporal profile with a full-width at half max-
imum of 75 fs. Rather than rely on estimates of the peak
alignment laser intensity at the focus I0 and T , we al-
low these parameters to vary along with the expansion
coefficients ak to obtain the best overall fit to Y (t). The
recovered values for I0 and T are in reasonable agreement
with those estimated from measured laser beam proper-
ties and from previous performance characteristics of the
Even-Lavie valve, respectively.

A. Fitting procedure

Given our experimental conditions, the OCS molecules
in our sample can be aligned, but not oriented, along
the laser polarization axis. Accordingly, we have ⌥(✓) =
⌥(⇡ � ✓) � 0 for 0  ✓  ⇡. Rather than attempt to
construct ⌥(✓) from a complete, ortho-normal basis, we
choose functions that individually satisfy the constraints
noted above, each serving to allow for structure with
a simple n-fold symmetry. Because the Y (t) measure-
ments indicate a minimum in the ionization probabil-
ity for molecules preferentially aligned along the laser
polarization (based on comparisons with the calculated
time-dependence of

⌦
cos2(✓)

↵
(t)), we select basis func-

tions with this same property. Specifically, we write

⌥(✓) = a0+a1 sin
2(✓)+a2 sin

2(2✓)+a3 sin
2(3✓)+. . . (5)

Because rapid angular variations in ⌥(✓) are unlikely, this
approach allows us to produce structures that are phys-
ically realistic while requiring relatively few basis func-
tions for a good fit. We do not restrict the ak to positive
values so, in principle, contributions from the different
terms can interfere. However, in practice, we find that
the non-negligible coefficients from the optimum fits are
always positive.

FIG. 3. Map of �2
⌫ as a function of rotational temperature T

and alignment laser intensity I0 for a typical data set. The
white asterisk marks the point (I0 = 13 TW/cm2, T = 10 K)
which gives the best agreement between data and the fit with
�2
⌫ = 2.87.

To perform the fits, S(✓, t) is first calculated on a grid
of (T, I0) pairs and the best coefficients, ak, are deter-
mined at each grid point using a least squares fit, com-
paring the calculated and measured values of Y (t) for
delays t > 0. By restricting the fitting to t > 0, we
avoid the large enhancement in the ionization signal at
delays where the alignment and ionization pulses over-
lap in time. We do, however, normalize the ak coeffi-
cients by insisting that the calculated value of Y (t) = 1
for t < 0, since in that case the alignment pulse follows
the ionizing pulse, and our model neglects the possibil-
ity of electronic excitation by either one. This approach
yields a reasonable estimate for T and I0 as well as the
ak. Furthermore, plotting the �2 (or its reduced coun-
terpart, �2

⌫
, both being a figure of merit for the fitting

procedure [70]) provides an estimate of the temperature
and intensity ranges that can result in a reasonable fit.
Figure 3 shows such a plot, obtained using three basis
functions for the fitting (using two or four terms gives
qualitatively similar results). As shown in Figure 3, the
(reduced) �2 typically exhibits a pronounced minimum
enabling a robust determination of both T and I0.

To determine the maximum number of terms needed to
achieve the best statistically relevant fit, we perform the
F-test [70, 71]. This test compares two fits carried out
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with the same values of T and I0, one fit performed with
k basis functions and the other with k + 1. The F-test
gives the probability that any improvement in the fit with
k+1 terms is due solely to chance, and not because it is
a better description of the data. If the test probability
is higher than a threshold value (we choose 5%), adding
the extra term is not warranted. By performing the F-
test for each intensity-temperature pair, we find that for
OCS+ only three basis functions (1, sin2(✓) and sin2(2✓))
are warranted independent of I. In the case of OCS2+,
only the first two terms are included, since the third is
found to be consistent with zero.

The final determination of ⌥(✓) through the best fit to
Y (t) is accomplished with a simplex search algorithm im-
plemented in MATLAB [72]. Here, T , I0, ak coefficients,
and two additional parameters were varied to minimize
�2. The first of these two parameters allows for a slight
rescaling of the relative yields. We find that the quality
of the fits, primarily in the flat regions in Y (t) between
revival structures (see Fig. 1), is notably improved by
allowing the imposed normalization at Y (t < 0) to differ
slightly (in all cases less than 1%) from unity. While the
recovered form of ⌥(✓) is similar with or without this ex-
tra degree of freedom in the fits, the improvement in �2

through its inclusion is significant, presumably because it
allows us to take into account small contributions from
electronic excitation within the alignment pulse that is
not included in our basic alignment model. The appar-
ent impact on the data of electronic excitation within the
ionizing pulse and subsequent ionization by the alignment
pulse for t < 0 was already discussed in Section III. The
second additional parameter allows for a slight rescaling
of the recorded time delay by about 0.5%. This correc-
tion is required to accurately fit the yield variations at
both the half- and full-revival times and is warranted be-
cause the actuator used to control the delay between the
alignment and ionization pulses (Thorlabs Z825B) has
a limited relative accuracy which is consistent with this
rescaling. Finally, we note that the zero delay point is ab-
solutely identified by measuring the enhanced ionization
signal of the overlapping pulses with high temporal res-
olution. No additional delay offset parameter is needed
for the fits.

B. Angle-dependent yields

Figure 4 shows the average ⌥(✓) determinations, re-
sulting from fits to multiple measurements of Y (t) anal-
ogous to those shown in Fig. 1, and described by the
fitting parameters provided in Table I. For a given ion-
ization intensity the fitting procedure was performed on
each individual Y (t) dataset, obtaining a set of coeffi-
cients {a0, a1, a2}I , and the mean and the standard de-
viation for each coefficient were calculated (see Table I).
For ease of comparison at different ionization intensities,
we separately normalize ⌥(✓) at each intensity such thatR
⇡

0 ⌥(✓) sin(✓)d✓ = 1. On figure 4 we visualize the un-

FIG. 4. Angular dependence of the ionization yield. Each red
curve shows the average of the best fits to multiple measure-
ments of the normalized time-dependent yields Y (t). Blue
flowers in panels b)-d) are the results of TDDFT calculations
as described in Section V A. The small filled green circles in b)
are the experimental results from Hansen et al. [14] obtained
with 30 fs pulses at 150 TW/cm2. The grayscale shading il-
lustrates the experimental uncertainty distribution associated
with the standard deviation of the coefficients ak obtained
from averaging the relevant datasets.

certainty in the yield at each angle using a grayscale
shading in the radial direction. The shading is deter-
mined by generating a large set of angular dependences,
in a Monte Carlo fashion, using coefficients whose val-
ues are randomly varied about their best fit values, ac-
cording to Gaussian probability distributions determined
by the uncertainties in the respective coefficients. The
grayscale shows the resulting distribution of the Monte
Carlo results. As expected, ⌥(✓) for OCS+ parent at 200
TW/cm2 is nearly isotropic since the single ionization
probability is saturated at that intensity. The deviation
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TABLE I. Estimated coefficients ak (mean and standard deviation) in the best fit expansion of ⌥(✓) obtained from fits to Y (t)
from multiple data runs at different ionization laser intensities and for different charge states.

Ionic species, intensity a0 a1 a2 Nr. of datasets averaged
OCS+, 45 TW/cm2 2.31±0.19 0.96±0.2 0.36± 0.1 2
OCS+, 70 TW/cm2 2.15±0.07 1.17±0.07 0.39± 0.05 3
OCS+, 200 TW/cm2 2.82±0.07 0.45±0.06 0.05±0.05 2
OCS2+, 200 TW/cm2 1.7±0.016 2.17±0.023 2

from perfect isotropy would be reduced somewhat if the
contribution of OC + S+ dissociative channels to the to-
tal single ionization yield were included. The branching
ratio into this channel is relatively low, but is hard to
precisely quantify in our apparatus due to the overlap of
S+ with O+

2 ions from small numbers of contaminant O2

molecules. Below the saturation intensity, however, the
OCS ionization has a minimum when the ionizing laser
is polarized parallel to the molecular axis. Moreover,
as shown in Fig. 4 (a,b) and in Table I, ⌥(✓) is essen-
tially independent of ionization intensity for I  IOCS .
As Table I explicitly shows, at low intensities there is a
significant contribution from the quadrupole-like basis-
function, sin2(2✓), which is responsible for a small en-
hancement of the yield near 45� and 135�. This angu-
lar dependence is perhaps not surprising considering the
shape of the HOMO, which has a strong quadrupole char-
acter [73].

Our results below saturation are consistent with pre-
vious findings [14]. In particular, Fig. 4 (b) shows good
agreement between our results and the measurements of
Hansen et al. [14] for which the molecular angular dis-
tributions were explicitly measured, rather than inferred
from fits. This agreement provides an important bench-
mark of the effectiveness of our approach. It is worth
noting that the data from Hansen et al. were collected
at a somewhat higher intensity (150 TW/cm2), but with
a shorter pulse duration (30 fs). Given the shorter ion-
ization window and (small) uncertainties in the intensity
calibrations for the respective measurements, it seems
likely that the data of Hansen et al. were also collected
near or below the intensity where significant saturation
plays a role. However, the somewhat higher ionization in-
tensity than ours is consistent with the slightly reduced
contrast between the measured yields at 0 and 90 degrees
in Hansen et al., as compared to ours.

In contrast to the single ionization case, the strong
dipole character observed for the doubly-charged ion
yield is remarkable, with no apparent quadrupole-like
component. The inclusion of a weak dissociative ion-
ization channel, likely O+ + CS+, which is also dipolar
but with yield maxima at 0 and 180 degrees, somewhat
reduces the anisotropy observed in the parent dication
alone. In the following sections we compare our exper-
imental results with those of TDDFT calculations. In
addition, we analyze the calculated time-dependent one-
body density to shed light on the localization of the hole
on the target following strong-field ionization.

V. THEORETICAL APPROACH

Our TDDFT treatment of strong-field ionization in
OCS is based on the work of Sissay et al. [43]. Briefly, the
one-body-density is propagated using an atomic orbital
basis of Gaussian functions. We use the aug-cc–pVTZ
basis set [74] on each atom, augmented with an addi-
tional Schlegel medium absorbing basis [45, 75]. The
OCS geometry was obtained by optimizing with the
PBE0 functional. For ionization calculations we use the
LC-PBE0* range-separated function [76–79], tuned such
that the first ionization potential as determined from a
self-consistent field computation is consistent with the
HOMO eigenvalue (i.e., Koopman’s theorem is satis-
fied). This resulted in a range separation parameter
of � = 0.409 /a.u. (inverse length) and a first ion-
ization potential of 11.4 eV (experimental value 11.2
eV). Tuned range-separated functionals like this have
decreased self-interaction errors, the correct asymptotic
form of the Coulomb potential, and improved ionization
energies for orbitals. In the context of alignment and
intensity-dependent yields/rates, these have been shown
to improve the accuracy of TDDFT computations [43].
Finally, due to the dependence of the potential on the
time-dependent (polarized) density, all-electron TDDFT
simulations naturally include both field dressing as well
as multi-orbital (channel) ionization effects, the accuracy
of which is dictated by the functional.

To mimic outgoing flux, we use a complex absorbing
potential (CAP) positioned on each atom. This results
in a small overlap between the CAPs and the occupied
field-free molecular orbitals, leading to a spurious leak-
age of electrons irrespective of the laser field parameters.
The position of the CAPs is optimized to find a balance
between such undesirable self-ionization (too close) and
insufficient overlap with the atom-centered basis func-
tions resulting in missing ionization events (too far). In
practice, the CAP position was optimized by choosing a
position where the ionization yield (or rate) is insensitive
to the chosen position. For details we refer to [43]. This
resulted in a CAP with a sine-squared shape starting
6.0 Å from each atom and extending over 10 Å. Com-
puted yields were then corrected for an estimate of the
leakage contribution, defined as the charge loss for a sim-
ulation of the same duration but without any field. This
estimated leakage was obtained by extrapolating the in-
stantaneous charge loss over the first few laser cycles –
when the field is too weak to induce any “real” ionization
and therefore all electron losses are due to spurious leak-
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age – to the end of the pulse. Irrespective of the intensity
and angle, for all data shown here we find the leakage rate
⇡ 1.983⇥10�3 elec./a.u. Despite this correction, and be-
cause of the exponential dependence of ionization on the
peak intensity, we are limited in practice to a range of
intensities where the yield is at least comparable to that
of the leakage, here a few percent over the 37 fs duration
of the pulse.

A. Single- and double ionization yields

To match the experimental parameters as closely as
possible, we compute ionization yields using a 800-nm
laser pulse that has a sine-square envelope with 37 fs
FWHM in intensity duration. In practice, computations
were run a little longer after the end of the pulse (106 fs
total) to allow for any residual ionized electron flux near
the core to reach the CAPs. The ionization yields are
directly related to the number of electrons left in the
simulation domain at the end of the pulse. Since OCS
targets are perfectly oriented in TDDFT computations
while the experiments only achieve alignment, the yields
reported in Fig 4 have been averaged over supplementary
angles (✓ and ⇡�✓). We note, though, that because of the
up-down field symmetry and long duration of the laser
pulses considered here, up and down oriented molecules
experience close to identical conditions and, as expected,
we find that the oriented yields are virtually identical to
their supplementary angle-averaged counterparts.

Although we are interested in both single and double
ionization yields, there is no known density functional
that separates these quantities for use with the TDDFT
one-body density. Instead, we focus on the low- and high-
intensity regimes where one or the other of the contri-
butions (single or double ionization) can be neglected.
Obviously, a shortcoming of our density-based ionization
model is the inability to disentangle the single and dou-
ble ionization signals at intermediate intensities, where
the single ionization yield is not yet saturated or where
saturation exists only for some alignment angles. In prac-
tice, for the pulse durations we consider here, we reliably
compute single ionization signals in a range of about 60
TW/cm2 to 150 TW/cm2. The upper bound corresponds
to the intensity around which neutral depletion washes
out any angular dependence in the yield. The lower
bound is determined by the electron leakage described
above, explaining the lack of TDDFT results in Fig. 4
(a). This lower bound also means that we cannot ac-
curately model the ionization yield throughout the laser
focus, and thus prevents us from making a direct com-
parison between calculated and measured yields shown
in Fig. 2. Instead, as described in Sect. III, we define the
saturation intensity for single and double ionization as
that which produces an angle-integrated ionization prob-
ability of 15%. Numerically we find 70 TW/cm2 for the
single and 180 TW/cm2 for the double ionization satura-
tion intensities, respectively. These values are in excellent

and reasonable agreement with the corresponding experi-
mental determinations of 70 TW/cm2 and 240 TW/cm2,
respectively.

At the lowest intensities, the single ionization yield cor-
responds directly to the amount of charge lost at the
end of the computation (after leakage correction – see
above), because we can safely ignore double ionization, in
agreement with experimental measurements (see Fig. 2).
The result is displayed in Fig. 4 (b) and shows very
good agreement with experimental measurements. The
angle-resolved yield matches the experimentally observed
“peanut” shape with maximum ionization at perpen-
dicular alignment and minimum at parallel alignment.
Overall, the larger perpendicular ionization rate loosely
matches the shape of the HOMO, but our results provide
a significant improvement over previous MO-ADK calcu-
lations which, instead, predict a cloverleaf shape with a
strong minimum at both 0� and 90� [14]. We attribute
this difference to multi-channel ionization mechanism(s),
which the full ab-initio TDDFT computation is better
equipped than MO-ADK to capture. This multi-channel
mechanism is further revealed by the localization of a
hole on the sulfur atom following strong-field ionization
(see section VB).

In the high intensity limit, where the experimental sin-
gle ionization signal is saturated, we employ a simple
model for calculating the angle-dependent double ioniza-
tion yields. We exploit the fact that at high intensities
where non-negligible double ionization occurs, the single
ionization probability is isotropic [see Fig. 4 (c)]. In other
words, we assume that, irrespective of the angle, the
target undergoes a full single ionization and any excess
charge loss beyond that is attributed to double ioniza-
tion. The results of the model calculation are displayed in
Fig. 4 (d). Apparently, this simple model does not qual-
itatively reproduce the experimental observations. We
also tried an alternative model in which the single ion-
ization yield remains slightly anisotropic (as in the ex-
periments) but no significant improvement was observed.
Building on the success of single ionization simulations,
we also tried computing double ionization directly out of
OCS+, where the first electron was removed “by hand”.
We tried relaxed and unrelaxed nuclear structure, and
various orbital/spin configurations for the initial hole.
None of these succeeded in qualitatively reproducing the
experimental “peanut” shape in Fig. 4 (d).

The discrepancy between the experimental and
TDDFT results can be attributed to one or more of the
following. First and most fundamentally, there is, as
mentioned above, the lack of a density functional that
separates single and double ionization. Next, the model
we have employed for high intensities (to explain Fig. 4
(d)) assumes sequential double ionization, which may not
be entirely valid. Assuming that sequential ionization is
valid, it may be that double ionization reveals a level
of inaccuracy in the LC-PBE0* functional, due to the
local-in-time adiabatic approximation [80, 81] as well as
incorrect orbital energies. Extending TDDFT to treat-
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ment of multiple ionization is an area of ongoing work,
see for example the orbital-based (rather than density-
based) approaches in [82, 83]. Regardless, our experi-
mental angle-dependent double ionization results serve
as a benchmark for improvements in strong-field ioniza-
tion theory.

FIG. 5. Illustration of the Bader method and reduced two-
center representation on ground state OCS. The TDDFT one-
body density is decomposed into three components (different
shades on the left), each associated with one of the atomic
centers. After grouping the C and O, we obtain an effective
number of electrons on the two ends of the molecule. Com-
pared to their atomic charges – 6+8 for CO and 16 for S –
the observed excess and deficit of charge on the two ends,
respectively, is consistent with their relative electronegativity
(larger for O).

B. Two-center ionization model

Building on the good agreement of TDDFT single ion-
ization yields with experiment, in this section we aim at
gaining further insight into the time-dependent ioniza-
tion dynamics. In particular, we want to understand how
ionization unfolds at the sub-cycle level, and how the ori-
entation of the molecule influences the cation state that is
formed. Here we assign time-dependent charges to each
atom using the Bader method [58–61], which defines a
self-consistent partitioning of the one-body electron den-
sity around each atom, or group of atoms, and therefore
an effective charge. A chemically relevant and meaning-
ful definition of such partitioning and partial charges can
be a challenging task for complex molecules and is, on its
own, an active field of research, most often performed on
the ground-state density. In contrast, the relative sim-
plicity of our model, in which the OCS molecule is re-
duced to two centers (carbon and oxygen are grouped
together), allows us to employ the Bader partitioning
method to the time-dependent electron density and we
follow the effective number of electrons on the S and CO
centers as the system is driven by the laser. An illustra-
tion of Bader charge partitioning of ground-state OCS is
displayed in Fig. 5.

Although we are most interested in the OCS+ elec-
tronic structure following ionization, that information is
obscured in the Bader charge numbers by effects asso-
ciated with the neutral density and the polarizability of

the molecule. Thus, in what follows, we first carefully
identify and then remove these effects to reveal the hole
localization after strong-field ionization. Figure 6 (S-CO)
shows the time-dependent charge on the two centers for
a laser-driven target (continuous curves) for a constant
intensity envelope field with 6 laser-cycle ramp up. Even
at low intensity, where there is no ionization, the neu-
tral OCS density is reshaped by external electric fields,
which translates to a rearrangement of the Bader partial
charges observed on each effective center. Note that the
curves in panels of Fig. 6 (S-CO) oscillate out of phase.
While any electric field is expected to induce a distor-
tion of the one-body electron density, here we are more
interested in displacement of electron(s) from one region
in the molecule to another. At the leading order, a com-
ponent of the electric field only displaces density along
its direction. Such a rearrangement is mediated by the
molecular bonds and, therefore, in leading order we ex-
pect that charge displacement will be associated with the
component of the electric field parallel to the molecular
axis, Ek. Additionally, we only consider linear response
in the field [84]. These hypotheses are confirmed below
by our overall numerical analysis and results. To this
end, we first define the generalized atomic susceptibility
�k

nn

S
(t) = nn

S
(0)� �kEk (t) ,

nn

CO
(t) = nn

CO
(0) + �kEk (t) ,

(6)

where nn

S/CO
is the effective number of electrons on the

(neutral) S/CO center and t = 0 corresponds to the field-
free case. Note that the equations fulfill charge conserva-
tion nn

S
+nn

CO
= 30 at all times. In essence, the general-

ized atomic susceptibility represents the ease with which
an electric field polarizes the electron density around a
particular atom. This allows us to disentangle ionization
effects from less interesting transient polarization.

In practice, the generalized atomic susceptibility is
computed from the Bader charges at the beginning of
the laser pulse, when the field is ramping up and before
it is strong enough to induce any ionization. We use a
least-squares fit to Eq. (6) to find �k

�k = argmin
↵

Z
⌧

0

�
nS (t)� nn

S
(0) + ↵Ek (t)

�2
+

�
nCO (t)� nn

CO
(0)� ↵Ek (t)

�2
dt. (7)

Here ⌧ is the window over which the fit is performed and
argmin is the argument of the minimum (i.e., �k is the
value of ↵ where the minimum is obtained in equation
7). In the computations shown in Fig. 6 (�k), we scan
the fit window between ⌧=2.5 and ⌧=3.5 laser cycles. As
explained above, the upper bound was chosen such as to
ensure that no ionization contaminates the neutral sus-
ceptibility value, and the lower bound was chosen to as-
sess the robustness of the fit. We select the average value
obtained from scanning the fit window as the generalized
atomic susceptibility, while extrema define the errorbars.
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FIG. 6. (S-CO) Illustration of the time-dependent Bader
charge on the S and CO centers (continuous curves), respec-
tively, for a constant intensity envelope field with 6 laser-cycle
ramp-up, 70 TW/cm2 peak intensity, 800-nm wavelength and
15� alignment angle with the molecular axis. For clarity we
show the fluctuation around the field-free values. The dotted
curves correspond to the neutral-only signal with generalized-
atomic-susceptibility effects of Eq. (6), and fitted from the
beginning of the ramp-up. (�k) Reconstructed generalized
atomic susceptibility for different alignment angles. Errorbars
correspond to extrema solutions when varying the fit window.
At 90�, where Ek vanishes, the generalized susceptibility of
Eq. (6) is ill-defined and has been excluded from the plot.

The generalized atomic susceptibility is found to be prac-
tically independent of molecular alignment. This further
supports our two-center interpretation of the laser-driven
OCS charge dynamics. Note that our analysis does not
require the susceptibility to be independent of the align-
ment angle. For targets more complicated than small
linear molecules, we generally expect it not to be so.
Here we take advantage of this property of OCS as an
independent check for our model and following analysis.

At peak field intensity, i.e., when the laser does ionize
the target, the TDDFT one-body density corresponds to
a superposition of neutral and cation components. In
other words, the deviation between the actual partial
charge nS/CO (t) and extrapolation of the neutral-only
nS/CO (0) ⌥ �kEk (t) signals reveals the OCS+ instan-
taneous electronic structure. More specifically, we can
define this difference as the electron hole number on each

center

�nc

S
(t) = nn

S
(0)� �kEk (t)� nS (t)

�nc

CO
(t) = nn

CO
(0) + �kEk (t)� nCO (t) .

(8)

One can see that we have defined the susceptibility so
as to minimize the electron hole number on each cen-
ter in the absence of ionization. For technical reasons
associated with our implementation of the Bader charge
method [85], the hole numbers computed with the equa-
tions above are noisy. In Fig. 7 (a), we show a smoothed
version of the signal (continuous curves), obtained by
convolution with a Gaussian kernel with 1/20th of a laser
cycle standard deviation. Similar to the neutral com-
ponent, the partial charge on the two cation centers is
strongly modulated by the laser and is responsible for the
large out-of-phase oscillations in Fig. 7 (a). These oscil-
lations, together with the numerical noise, cancel out in
the total hole-number �nc

tot
= �nc

S
+ �nc

CO
. The re-

maining staircase shape in the total hole number reflects
the sub-cycle ionization dynamics, i.e., alternating fast
and slow increasing total hole number following extrema
and zeros of the field.

Unlike the neutral component, the partial hole num-
bers do not allow us to define a generalized atomic sus-
ceptibility for OCS+. Instead, they allow us to determine
the cycle-average localization of the hole on either of the
centers. For instance, the cycle-averaged portion of the
hole found on the S end, ↵S , is defined as

↵S = argmin
↵

Z
⌧+�⌧

⌧

(�nc

S
(t)� ↵�nc

tot
(t))2 +

(�nc

CO
(t)� (1� ↵)�nc

tot
(t))2 dt (9)

where ⌧ is some time during the constant intensity part
of the laser pulse and the duration �⌧ spans an integer
number of laser cycles. As before, we define ↵S in a least-
squares sense as the value of ↵ that minimizes Eq. (9).
Then, because of charge conservation, the proportion on
CO is simply 1 � ↵S . In practice, for the fits reported
here, we take �⌧ = 3 laser cycles and ⌧ spanning 6-to-7
laser cycles (the 1st laser cycle immediately following the
end of the ramp-up). Here as well, we select the average
value of the fits over different windows as the portion
of the hole residing on S while extrema define the er-
rorbars. In figure 7 (a), we illustrate and compare the
result of the fit Eq. (9) (dashed curves) with their un-
derlying signals (continuous). Note that, because of the
cycle-averaged definition used in Eq. (9), the large oscil-
lations in the full time-dependent signal are eliminated
in the fit. The good agreement between the two sets
of curves (dashed-continuous pairs) supports the phys-
ical significance of our hole localization model and, as
a consequence, our capability to infer the OCS+ cation
electronic structure following strong-field ionization.

In Figure 7 (b), we display the variation of the hole
localization on the S center as the laser polarization di-
rection is varied relative to the molecular axis. Clearly,
it shows that hole localization on one end (S) of the
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FIG. 7. (a) Smoothed hole number on the S and CO centers
(continuous curves), associated with Eq. (8), and the total
hole number (no smoothing applied) for the same laser pa-
rameters as in Fig. 6. The dashed curves represent the cycle
averaged portion of hole on each center. (b) Reconstructed
cycle average portion of electron hole on the cation S center
as a function of the alignment angle. Errorbars correspond to
extrema solutions when varying the fit window.

molecule following strong-field ionization is strongly de-
pendent upon alignment. This localized hole is a conse-
quence of multi-channel ionization. Indeed, only a com-
bination of delocalized valence orbitals can result in a lo-
calized electron hole on one end of the molecule. We also
note that the cycle-averaged hole is most localized, with
about 3/4 on the S center, when the field and molecule
are aligned. This may be due to the combined action of
the molecular and laser potentials, resulting in greater se-
lectivity as to where and when electrons can be removed
from the target. On the other hand, with the field per-
pendicular to the molecular axis, both centers are able to
contribute throughout the laser cycle, ultimately result-
ing in a more delocalized hole.

Our results clearly show that molecular alignment pro-
vides a way to control dynamic cation electronic struc-
ture. This has important implications, e.g., in attosecond
physics where subsequent migration of that hole, how
to observe it, and how to control it, is the subject of
substantial current attention. These results suggest that
molecular orientation/alignment can have a significant
effect on electron dynamics following ionization. Indeed,
a localized initial state is likely to be a necessary condi-
tion for attosecond charge migration. The generalization
of our analysis to targets other than OCS will likely de-
pend upon a balance between two competing features of
the laser-driven electron density. On the one hand, the
generalized atomic susceptibility should be large enough
to be determined before the target undergoes ionization.
On the other hand, the reconstructed hole number signal
of Eq. (8) should be clean enough to yield meaningful
information on the cation electronic structure following
strong-field ionization. In the case of OCS, that balance
leans more towards the former, with the result that, here,
only the cycle-average hole localization on the two centers
can be defined. Our results also suggest that strong-field
ionization by on-axis light is more likely to initiate charge
migration, despite having a lower yield than for molecules
with a perpendicular orientation (see Fig. 4).

VI. SUMMARY

We have measured and calculated strong-field single
and double ionization yields in OCS as a function of the
angle between the molecular axis and the 800 nm laser
polarization. For single ionization, the measured yields
are in good agreement with previous measurements and
with our TDDFT calculations, while differing substan-
tially from previous calculations for ionization at 800 nm.
Further analysis of the electron density reveals, on aver-
age over the laser cycle, the localization of the hole fol-
lowing strong-field ionization. We find that the hole is
most localized on the S end with the laser polarization
parallel to the molecular axis, and delocalized over the
molecule for perpendicular alignment. For double ion-
ization, both experiment and theory show a minimum in
the yield when the laser is aligned parallel to the ionizing
laser. However, the sharper, dipole-like angular depen-
dence observed in the experiments is not satisfactorily
captured by the calculations. Indeed, extending TDDFT
to accurately predict double ionization yields is an ongo-
ing challenge. The ability to accurately predict and un-
derstand angular-dependent strong-field ionization rates
is critical for its employ as a trigger for fast electron mo-
tion within molecules and for controlling the ensuing cor-
related dynamics.
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